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Devashni Govender, Johannesburg, South Africa – 25 juli 2016
My dog went to the vet last year (I think it was June )- they indicated she has gastro.
This year last month my dog was ill again , drinking a lot of water , shivering , vomiting and
not eating. The vet at first indicated it is gastro then when I took her back the following day
as she worsened after the medication he gave her. The vet ran tests only to find out her liver
was enlarged and she has pancreatitis.
I was giving her bravecto - could this be the cause ? She passed away so quickly , within
hours after she was put on liver support. I'm angry with the vet for not picking it up when I
took her in at first.

Update from Devashni Govender (july 25, 2016):
Hi there. She was only 5 years old. She began having gastro only after I started bravecto - I
only realized it could be this after I saw all the symptoms when googling.
I also want to get her medical history to investigate further. As I can't accuse bravecto until I
have solid proof. But it seems like she had all the symptoms.

If it is proven to be the product. I will not stop until we do something about this. She was
my everything and when I lost her only animal lovers will understand what I felt and went
through. I don't expect ordinary people to understand my feelings
My anger is two fold. One with bravector if they are the cause of the suffering. Two for my
vet misdiagnosing her , maybe if he treated her on time , she would still be alive. Instead he
gave her more meds which further obviously encouraged inflammation.
I will definitely report the matter. This will not end easily. We need to take this to carte
blanch. I was so hurt for weeks but now my hurt has turned to anger. No amount of money
or refund can bring her back - but the aim must be that we stop this from happening to
other dogs.
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